Chapter 1
Tomography in the tau domain
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Seismic tomography is a non-linear problem. A standard technique for dealing with this nonlinearity is to iteratively assume a linear relation between the change in slowness and the
change in travel times (Biondi, 1990; Etgen, 1990) and then re-linearize around the new model.
In ray based methods, this amounts to assuming stationary ray paths and reflection locations
to construct a back projection operator (Stork and Clayton, 1991). The change in this back
projection operator from non-linear iteration to non-linear iteration can be thought of as an
important second order effect.
Unfortunately, the conventional linearization has difficulties coping with the coupled relationship between reflector position and velocity (Al-Chalabi, 1997; Tieman, 1995). We
can avoid some of the problems caused by this connection by transforming the problem into
vertical-traveltime (tau) coordinate space (τ ,x 0 ). In the tau domain, reflector position is less
sensitive to velocity changes. This modified coordinate system still allows for complex velocity structures, but significantly reduces the map migration term in tomography (Biondi et al.,
1997, 1998).
In this chapter I begin by deriving a ray-based projection operator in the depth domain. I
then perform an analogous derivation in the tau domain. I show that the corresponding tau back
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projection operator is less sensitive to the initial velocity estimate than its depth counterpart.
I finish the chapter by applying and comparing tau-space and depth-space tomography to a
simple anticline model.

RAY BASED TOMOGRAPHY IN DEPTH

In tomography we linearize around an initial estimate of the slowness field. In ray based
tomography the linearization assumption means we have to assume stationary raypaths. Using
this assumption, in 2-D, we can write an equation for the traveltime along a ray as:
Z
t=

s(z, x)dl,

(1.1)

L

where s(z, x) is the slowness field, t is the measured travel time, and we integrate over the
raypath (L). In discrete space, we will approximate the continuous function as a series of
straight ray segments through constant slowness. We rewrite equation (1.1) in terms of these
ray segments as:
q
e=
dt

2
2
ee
dz
S + df
xe
S ,

(1.2)

e is the travel time of the ray segment, e
where dt
S is the slowness at the ray segment location,
e are the change in x and z along the segment. We can take the derivative with respect
df
x and dz
to slowness:
e
d(dt)
=
ds

q
S
2 de
e 2 + df
dz
x
ds

(1.3)

and end up with a linear relationship between the change in slowness and a change in the
traveltime for that ray segment. We can use (1.3) as the basis for a linear operator Tz,ray which
relates changes in the slowness field 1s to errors in the traveltimes 1t,
1t = Tz,ray 1s.

(1.4)

If we were doing a transmission tomography problem, such as medical imaging or cross well
seismology, we would have all we need to invert for a new slowness model. Unfortunately,
in reflection tomography, there is an added unknown: the actual point where the ray reflects.
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Any error in the traveltime can be accounted for by either perturbing the slowness model or by
moving the reflector. One solution to this coupled relationship is to reformulate the problem
in terms of both reflector movement 1r and slowness changes 1s obtaining a new objective
function Q,
Q(1s, 1r) = k1t − Tz,ray 1s − R1rk2

(1.5)

or more conveniently, in terms of the fitting goals
1t ≈ Tz,ray 1s

(1.6)

1t ≈ R1r ,
where R is an operator that relates reflector movement to changes in traveltime. To find R
let’s consider a ray reflecting at angle θ , at ‘A’ (Figure 1.1). Snell’s law must be obeyed at
the updated, along with the initial, raypaths so it is natural to assume the the reflector moves
dr normal to its initial position. Simple geometry demonstrates that the increase in the ray
length due to dr is dr cos θ . We can convert the change in length to a change in travel time by
multiplying by the local slowness sref . If we account for both the incident and reflector ray we
end up with the linear relationship for a ray between the change in reflector position dr and
the change in traveltime for the ray dt,
dt = 2sref dr cos θ.

(1.7)

Instead of directly inverting for reflector movement and slowness a common solution was
to handle the slowness/reflector position coupling by freezing one component (such as reflector position) inverting for the other and then reversing the procedure. This approach has a
tendency to be unstable for large reflector movements. As a result, van Trier (1990) and Stork
and Clayton (1991) proposed avoiding inverting directly for the reflector position by introducing a new operator, H, that maps reflector movement to 1s, and changing the reflector
movement tomography operator to:
Tz,ref = RH.

(1.8)
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Figure 1.1: Given the initial ray path
(solid lines) the change in the raypath
length is cos θ times the change in the
reflector position dr . tau-dl [NR]

Θ

A

dl

dr
Θ

As mentioned earlier, the reflector movement is normal to the reflector at the reflection point.
Therefore, we approximate the change in reflector position as function of how much the slowness field changes along a ray whose takeoff angle is normal to the reflector (the zero offset
ray). The arrival time at zero offset is independent of velocity. Therefore, we can write an
expression between the initial ray and the ray through the updated medium,
lnew srms,new = t = lsrms

(1.9)

(l + dl)(srms + dsrms ) = lsrms ,
where l is the length of the zero offset ray through the initial medium, srms is the RMS slowness
of the media along the ray, and srms,new and lnew are the same two quantities through the updated
medium. If we ignore the second order term we end up with the expression,
l
dl
=−
.
dsrms
sr ms

(1.10)

If we consider each ray segment independently we end up with
e
dl d e
S
dr
≈−
.
e
ds
S ds

(1.11)
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Combining the two portions of the tomography operator (Figure 1.2) we get the complete
tomography operator relating slowness changes to traveltime errors,


1t ≈ Tz,ref − Tz,ray 1s.

 





s

Tray

(1.12)

g

Tref

r0

Figure 1.2: The two portions of the back projection operator for a given offset, common
reflection point (CRP), and reflector position. Tray is the ray-pair from the source s to the
reflection point r0 to the receiver g. Tref is the raypath that is normal to the reflector at r0 .
tau-schematic [NR]

RAY BASED TOMOGRAPHY IN TAU

One of the major difficulties with depth tomography is that the reflectors may be significantly
mispositioned. To illustrate this fact I constructed a synthetic model (Figure 1.3). The model
is an anticline with seven reflectors. The top five reflectors are within the anticline structure.
The last two, a flat reflector and a dipping reflector, are below the anticline. Positioning the
two bottom reflectors correctly is the imaging challenge. For added difficulty there is a low
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velocity layer between the second and third reflector. The model was used to do acoustic wave
modeling, with the resulting dataset having 40 meter common midpoint (CMP) spacing and
60 offsets spaced 80 meters apart. If the initial estimation of the slowness is the s(z) function
from outside the anticline, the migrated reflector positions are pulled up due to using too low
a velocity within the anticline (Figure 1.4). The reflector mispositioning causes significant
errors in the linearized tomography problem. For example, if we compare a set of true raypaths
(Figure 1.5) versus the estimated raypaths, we can see that we are back projecting the moveout
errors to the wrong positions in the slowness model. Another way to think about it is that
the linear approximation, equation (??) is poor, causing us to have to take smaller step sizes
per non-linear iteration, and increasing the chance that we will get stuck in local minima or
maxima.

Figure 1.3: Left panel is the synthetic velocity model with seven reflectors spanning the anticline. The right panel shows the data generated from this model. Some modeling artifacts can
be seen at 3.8 seconds below the anticline. tau-synth-model [ER,M]

When doing time domain velocity analysis, reflector mispositioning is not as much of a
problem. Reflector positioning in depth is done in two stages (Hubral, 1977; Larner et al.,
1981). The first step is to find the velocity, vrms , that best focuses the data. This can be
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Figure 1.4: Left panel is the initial guess at the velocity function, the right panel shows the
zero offset ray parameter reflector position using this migration velocity. The correct reflector
positions are shown as ‘*’. Note that reflectors are significantly mispositioned, particularly the
bottom two reflectors. tau-mig0 [ER,M]

relatively easier in time because reflector position is much less effected by velocity. After vrms
has been estimated, the reflectors are mapped in depth using a velocity function, sometimes
different than vrms . The disadvantage of time domain methods is that they cannot accurately
define wave behavior in complex media.
The tau domain offers a good alternative that combines the best of both depth and time
velocity analysis. The tau, or vertical travel time, domain is defined by the transform
τ (z, x) =

Z

z

2s(z 0 , x)dz 0

(1.13)

0

x 0 (z, x) = x.

(1.14)

In this domain, flat reflectors are independent of the slowness field and dipping reflector movement is much more limited (Figure 1.6). Additionally, the coordinate transform has not diminished the ability to handle complex propagation behavior.
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Figure 1.5: The solid lines show raypaths through the correct velocity and the correct reflector position. The dashed lines are raypaths through the initial model and the initial reflector
positions. Note that the estimated raypaths have significant error, therefore the tomography
operator will have significant error. tau-rays [CR,M]

Tau operator

In order to perform tomography in the tau domain, we must find an operator equivalent to the
depth domain operator (1.12) in the tau domain. This amounts to applying some simple coordinate transforms to the already derived depth equations. We will start from the relationship
for a single ray segment, equation (1.2):
q
e=
dt

2
2
ee
dz
S + df
xe
S

(1.15)

where e
_ represents a ray segment quantity.
By applying the chain rule to (1.13) and (1.14) we find a relationship between the derivatives:
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Figure 1.6: Left panel is the initial slowness model in depth. The dashed lines show the
correct reflector positions, the solid lines are where the reflectors are positioned using the
initial slowness model. The right panel shows the same thing in the tau domain. Note how the
correct and initial reflector positions are much closer in tau. tau-tau-initial [ER,M]

∂t
∂z
∂t
∂x

∂t ∂τ
∂t ∂ x 0
∂t
+ 0
=
2s(z, x)
∂τ ∂z ∂ x ∂z
∂τ
Z
 0
∂t ∂ x 0 ∂t ∂τ
∂t
∂t z ∂ 
0
=
+
=
+
2s(z
,
x)
dz .
∂ x 0 ∂ x ∂τ ∂ x
∂ x 0 ∂τ 0 ∂ x

=

(1.16)
(1.17)

Rather than carrying around the integral we can define a differential mapping factor σ ,
σ (z, x) =

Z
0

z


∂ 
2s(z 0 , x) dz 0 .
∂x

(1.18)

The differential mapping factor has non-zero values only in areas at and below where the
medium deviates from s(z). For the synthetic model it is only inside the anticline (Figure 1.7).

We can use equations (1.13) and (1.14) to write a relationship between change in (z, x) and
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Figure 1.7: Sigma values for the synthetic model in Figure 1.6 tau-sigma
[ER]

(τ , x 0 ) space,
f σ df
x0
e = dτ − e
dz
2e
S
2e
S
df
x = df
x.

(1.19)
(1.20)

We apply these definitions to equation (1.15) and come up with a new definition for dt in tau
space,
s

e=
dt

2
e
S df
x0 +

2
f −e
dτ
σ df
x0
.
2

(1.21)

We can then take the derivative with respect to s,
2
e
f − df
e
S df
x 0 de
S (dτ
x 0e
σ )df
x 0 de
σ
dt
=
−
.
e ds
e
ds
ds
dt
4dt

(1.22)

Unfortunately, the operator isn’t quite as simple as its depth counterpart (1.3). In this case we
de
S
ds

and

and

de
S
ds

do not have a direct relationship between
can find a linear relationship between

de
σ
ds

e
dt
ds

because of an intermediate

by first writing

de
σ
ds

term. We
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∂τ
∂x0
∂τ
∂x

∂τ ∂ x ∂τ ∂z
+
∂ x ∂ x 0 Z∂z ∂ x
z
∂τ
∂
=
−
2s(z 0 , x)dz 0
∂ x 0 ∂z 0
∂z
σ (z, x) = −2s(τ , x 0 )
Z∂ τx
1
∂
dτ 0 .
σ (z, x) = −s(τ , x 0 )
0
0, x 0)
∂
x
s(τ
0
=

(1.23)

We then take the partial derivative with the respect to s and evaluate along the ray segment
Z τ 2 0 0
∂e
σ
e
σ ∂e
S
∂ s(τ , x ) 0
0
=
− s(τ , x )
∂τ .
∂s
e
s ∂s
∂ x 0 ∂s
0

(1.24)

With this relationship (1.24) we can then create a new tomography operator in tau space:

1t ≈ Tτ ,ref − Tτ ,ray 1s.

(1.25)

OPERATOR CHANGE IN TAU VS. DEPTH
The accuracy of the linearization (??) is the major factor determining whether the tomography
problem will converge and how many non-linear iterations it will take to get to an acceptable
solution. For ray based tomography this is a function of how close the initial guess at the raypaths is to their true locations. The smaller the difference, the more accurate the linearization,
and the less likely the estimate will diverge.
By forming the tomography in τ , x 0 rather than z, x space, T0 is closer to Tnl . The fundamental reason is that the data are in time rather than depth. For ray based tomography the back
projection operator inherently relies on the estimates of reflector positions. In depth space,
reflector positions change significantly with velocity changes. As shown earlier (Figure 1.6)
changing the velocity the same amount will have very little effect in tau space. We can extend
this argument to the back projection operator. In the depth space the reflectors are mispositioned and as a result we are back projecting the errors into these mispositioned locations.
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Figure 1.8: Synthetic 1-D velocity
function in τ . tau-cor [ER]

In tau, the reflectors are much closer to the correct position, and the back projection will be
introducing slowness change in more reasonable locations.

Simple test
To demonstrate how the tau back projection operator is less affected by the initial slowness
model, I constructed a simple 1-D synthetic. The model, Figure 1.8, is composed of two
2.3 km/s zones in a constant 2 km/s background. I assume that I have correctly resolved the
velocity in the lower layer. For this simple 1-D synthetic, that means that the vertical traveltime to the top and bottom of the layer boundary are correct. In depth, because we have not
resolved the upper layer, we will misplace the location of the bottom high velocity zone but
preserve the correct vertical travel times to the layer top and bottom. After constructing the
model we found the ray that hit the reflector at 2 km depth, 2 km away from source in both τ , x
and z, x space (Figure 1.9). I then built the tomography operator for both tau T0,τ and depth
T0,z , Figure 1.10.
For comparison, I raytraced through the ‘correct’ velocity model in both spaces (Figure 1.11) and calculated the corresponding operators (Figure 1.12). By comparing the correct
and initial operator for tau and depth, or by looking at the difference between the two operators
(Figure 1.13), we can clearly see that the initial guess for the tau operator is overall better than
the initial guess for the depth operator. In the upper layer, we see marginally more change
in the tau operator but at the lower reflector boundaries (which move in the case of depth but
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Figure 1.9: Initial guess at the velocity function overlaid by ray hitting reflector at 4 km with a half-offset of
2 km. Left panel is in depth, right
panel is in tau. tau-ray.vel0 [ER,M]

remain constant in tau) we see significantly more error in depth. In addition, the change in
reflector position has caused a spike in the difference panel for the depth case. Finally, the
change in the tau operator is smooth, while the change in the depth operator shows dramatic
jumps. The successive relinearizing has an underlying assumption that we are smoothly converging to the correct operator. In tau space, this assumption is more valid. With a more
complicated model the positioning of the layer boundaries will be subject to more change,
making the tau compared to depth difference even more dramatic.

Figure 1.10: The operator calculated from the initial guess at velocity
and the resulting ray paths in depth
(left) and tau (right). tau-operator0
[ER,M]
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Figure 1.11: “Correct” velocity function overlaid by ray hitting reflector at
4 km with a half-offset of 2 km. Left
panel is in depth, right panel is in tau.
tau-ray.vel1 [ER,M]

Figure 1.12: The operator calculated
from the “correct” velocity and the
resulting ray paths in depth (left) and
tau (right). tau-operator1 [ER,M]

Figure 1.13: The difference between
the operators calculated from the correct and the initial guess at velocity,
for depth (left) and tau (right). Note
the significant spikes at the reflector
and at the lower layer boundary in the
depth case. tau-diff [ER,M]
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ANGLE DOMAIN MIGRATION TOMOGRAPHY

Wave equation angle gathers
When doing velocity analysis, general practice is to measure moveout from a relatively sparse
set of CRP gathers. Kirchhoff depth migration is the preferred construction method because
it can produce the sparse set of CRP gathers without needing to image the entire volume.
Kirchhoff methods also have some deficiencies. The most glaring weakness of Kirchhoff
methods is the difficulty in constructing the Green’s function table. To construct an accurate
Green’s function table we must account for, and weight correctly, the multiple arrivals that
occur in complex geology. Calculating and accounting for multiple arrivals adds significantly
to both coding complexity and memory requirements. As a result, a single arrival is usually all
that is used. Eikonal methods (Vidale, 1990; van Trier and Symes, 1991; Podvin and Lecomte,
1991; Fomel, 1997) can efficiently produce first arrivals, but in areas of complex geology the
first arrival is not always the most important arrival (Audebert et al., 1997). As a result, general
practice is to use expensive ray based methods. These methods still face the difficult tasks of
choosing the most important arrival and correctly and efficiently interpolating the traveltime
field (Sava and Biondi, 1997).
The most computationally attractive alternative to Kirchhoff methods is frequency domain
downward continuation. Downward continuation has its own weaknesses. Its primary weakness is speed. Downward continuation cannot be target oriented, so full volume imaging is
required. In addition, wave number domain methods cannot handle lateral variations in velocity. By migrating with multiple velocities and applying a space domain correction to the
wavefield, they can do a fairly good job handling lateral variations (this migration is normally referred to as PSPI, Phase-shift plus interpolation)(Ristow and Ruhl, 1993; Gazdag and
Sguazzero, 1985). Finally, downward continuation focuses the wavefield towards zero offset,
making conventional moveout analysis impossible.
I can create CRP gathers where moveout analysis is possible using wave equation migration methods by changing the imaging condition (Clayton and Stolt, 1981; Prucha et al., 1999).
Given a wave-field we follow the normal procedure of downward continuing the sources and
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receivers and extracting the image at zero time at the new recording surface. Instead of extracting the image at zero offset, we note that reflection angle θ can be evaluated by the differential
equation:
tan θ = −

∂z
∂ xh

(1.26)

where z is the depth, and x h is half-offset (Sava and Fomel, 2000).
The topic of this thesis is not migration, but tomography. The tomography method could
be applied with either Kirchhoff or downward continuation based migration. For me, PSPI
proved to be a more attractive choice. A 2-D and 3-D PSPI algorithm was already available,
where a Kirchhoff approach would have required the coding of the migration algorithm along
with a suitable traveltime computation method.

Characterizing moveout errors
Tomography requires us to provide moveout errors. It is unreasonable to hand pick every
reflector at every CRP gather in 2-D and inconceivable in 3-D. As a result, people have tried
to find alternate methods to pick moveout errors. Clark et al. (1996) used a neural network
approach to pick CRP gathers and many people have suggested seeding-based approaches to
pick the gathers. Both approaches describe complicated moveouts, but they suffer from cycle
skipping and have problems in areas where the S/N ratio is not high. An alternative approach
is to characterize the moveout in CRP gathers by a single parameter (Etgen, 1990; van Trier,
1990). A single parameter is a much more robust estimator. It requires less human involvement
(less picking and/or QA is necessary) and is less sensitive to signal to noise problems.
At early iterations a single parameter is especially valuable. All that can be resolved at
early iterations are gross features. A single parameter can capture these where picking the
entire CRP gather is likely to cause the inversion to be overwhelmed by small features that are
not resolvable at early iterations. When we are close to the correct velocity allowing freedom
in moveout behavior is desirable and beneficial.
For the tomography problem I will begin with a migrated image d at a depth z, angle θ ,
at CRP location x. For estimating the residual moveout in the CRP gathers by calculating
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semblance s in terms of some curvature parameter 1 γ
2
d(z + |θ γ |γ , θ , x)
P
s(z, γ , x) =
,
n(z, x) θ d(z + |θγ |γ , x)2
P

θ

(1.27)

where n(z, x) is the number non-zero samples summed over for each semblance calculation.
Figure 1.14 shows two CRP gathers overlaid are the curves corresponding to the picked γ
value for each reflector. For this synthetic, the γ does a good job characterizing the moveout.

Figure 1.14: Two angle CRP gather
from the anticline model (x=7.5 km
and x=10.0 km) migrated with the
Overlaid are the projection of the
maximum γ values for each reflection. Note that the general moveout is fairly well described by γ .
tau-semb-mig0 [ER,M]

For this dataset hand picking the semblance along each reflector would not be too tedious,
but in 3-D it would quickly become so. As a result, I wanted to come up with a simple way
for the computer to do most of the work. One option would be to just pick the maximum
semblance at each location, but I can get an unrealistic, high spatial wavenumber behavior for
γ (x). When doing conventional semblance analysis we are confronted with a similar problem,
that picking the maximum semblance at each time could result in an unreasonable velocity
function. Clapp et al. (1998) proposed a method to avoid hand picking that still led to a
reasonable velocity model. I can adapt that work by starting with a initial curvature γ 0 equal
1 Ottolini (1982) demonstrated that residual moveout is not hyperbolic, even in constant velocity, in angle
domain gathers. For the purpose of moveout analysis for tomography the hyperbolic approximation proved
to be acceptable.
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to the curvature corresponding to the maximum semblance W at the CRP, and a derivative
operator D. I can find a smooth curvature function γ by setting up a simple set of regression
equations
0 ≈ W(γ 0 − γ )
0 ≈ Dγ .

(1.28)

By increasing  we get smoother γ values while small  values honor more the maximum
semblance picks. Figure 1.15 shows the semblance panel for each reflector with the smooth
pick overlaid.

Figure 1.15: Semblance along the seven reflectors. tau-semb-mig0-ref [ER,M]

Endpoints, edge effects, and errors
To set up the tomography problem I need to cover some final details. I can convert the semblance picks back into a 1z shift by applying
1z = γ θ 2 .

(1.29)
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From a simple geometric argument (Figure 1.16) we can approximate errors in traveltime from
the depth focusing errors (Stork, 1992). We approximate the change in ray length caused by
the positioning error 1z by multiplying by the cosine of the half aperture angle θ and the
cosine of the geologic dip φ at the reflection point ‘A’. We multiply by the local slowness sref
and get the final expression
1t = 2γ θ 2 sref cos θ cos φ.

Figure 1.16: Geometric relation between a positioning error 1z and the
change in ray length for a raypair reflecting at ‘A’ at the half aperture angle θ with a local dip φ. tau-ztot
[NR]

Θ

Φ

(1.30)

A

∆z

In constructing the raypaths we benefit from having the CRP gathers in terms of angle. If
errors were in terms of offset we would have to either
• shoot rays from every source and receiver location, and find ray pairs that obey Snell’s
law at the position on the reflector imaged at the offset dictated by the ray pair
• or shoot rays from the CRP locations along where the reflector is imaged at every offset
and then interpolate the ray field to the source and receiver locations.
Both options require significant additional ray-tracing in 2-D, and even more in 3-D. We are
always faced with the tradeoff of how much should we interpolate the rays versus how many
additional rays should we shoot. In addition handling triplications of the wavefield can prove
daunting.
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With the moveout errors in terms of angle we only need to shoot a single ray-pair up from
the imaging point at the angle α and β,
α = φ +θ

(1.31)

β = φ −θ
where θ is one-half the aperture angle, φ is the geologic dip (Figure 1.17). If the rays emerge at
surface locations corresponding to an offset and CMP location inside the acquisition geometry
we have a valid ray pair.

α

Figure 1.17: How the takeoff angle
for a ray-pair are defined. tau-sketch
[NR]

β

Θ

Φ

COMPARING DEPTH AND TAU TOMOGRAPHY

Now that I have set up the tomography problem it is time to test the theory and compare the
advantage of depth vs. tau tomography. The model, Figure 1.3, is a difficult challenge for
tomography, especially ray based tomography. The linearization approximation works best
when we are close to the correct model. In this case the initial estimate is up to 1 km/s off
in places. In ray tomography we assume that are raypaths are generally correct. With this
model the initial reflector positions are in significant error. As a result we can’t expect to get a
satisfactory result after a single iteration of tomography,
Figure 1.18 is the result of migrating with the s(z) slowness model (Figure 1.4). The
correct reflector positions indicated with ‘*’. As expected, away from the anticline the gathers
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are flat and we have correctly positioned the reflectors. Along the edge of the anticline we
see upward curvature in the CRP gathers indicating that I have used too slow a velocity at this
location. Below the center of the anticline, x = 10, the bottom reflector shows some reverse
moveout, the well known W pattern, better illustrated in Figure 1.15.

Figure 1.18: The initial migration result using a v(z) velocity function from the edge of the
anomaly. Right are three (z, θ) planes at different x postions. Note that the CRP gather at 5.5
is flat while the other two CRP gathers show significant moveout. tau-res.vel0 [ER]

First iteration
For the first comparison I applied a single non-linear iteration of depth (fitting goal 1.12) and
tau (fitting goal 1.25), tomography. Figure 1.19 shows 1s and v for both. The 1s models are
quite similar. The tau case has does a slightly better job finding the edges of the anticline. On
the other hand the tau velocity model has an interesting artifact (the low velocity layer curving
down) due to introducing the slowness change in tau rather than depth and then mapping back.
If I then migrate with the two velocity models we get very similar results. Both results
Figures 1.20 and 1.21 show significantly better placement of the reflectors than the initial
migration result, Figure 1.18. The tau result has done a slightly better job positioning the
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Figure 1.19: Slowness change (left) and velocity (right) after one iteration of depth (top) and
tau (bottom) tomography. tau-iter1-comp [ER,M]
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reflectors, especially within the anticline.

Figure 1.20: Migration result after one iteration of depth tomography. We have reduced the
moveout and positioned the reflectors within the anticline significantly better than in Figure 1.18. tau-res.vel1.deltaz [ER,M]

Second iteration
With one more iteration of both depth and tau tomography the velocity model and the resulting
depth migration improve. Figure 1.22 shows that for both depth and tau the anticline is better
resolved. Both models show improvement in determining the low velocity layer and playing
the dipping layers.
The advantage of performing the tomography in tau rather than depth has diminished.
After a second iteration of tomography the migration results are virtually identical. Figure 1.23
shows the migration corresponding to the depth derived velocity model. The second iteration
still shows some minor residual moveout in CRP gathers away from the anticline, but an
overall improved positioning of the reflector.
Figure 1.24 shows the migration result after two iterations of tau tomography. Resolving
the low velocity layer has allowed for better positioning of the upper reflectors. The lower
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Figure 1.21: Migration result after one iteration of tau tomography. We have reduced the
moveout and positioning errors compared to Figure 1.18. Positioning of all but the basement
reflector is better than its depth counterpart, Figure 1.20. tau-res.vel1.deltatau [ER,M]

Figure 1.22: Velocity model after two iterations of depth (left) and tau (right) tomography.
The tau results shows better isolation of the anticline and has even begun to resolve the low
velocity layer. tau-iter2-comp-vel [CR,M]
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Figure 1.23: Migration result after two iterations of depth tomography. tau-res.vel2.deltaz
[CR,M]

reflector’s positioning and moveout is approximately the same as the depth result. Where we
have the least amount of reliable information, the middle of the anticline, we have introduced
slowness changes that are inconsistent with the idea of geology as a result positioning of the
reflector isn’t ideal.

Where to go from here?
Figure 1.25 show the semblance moveout measure (the initial semblance is shown in Figure 1.15) from the final tau migration, Figure 1.24. The semblance measures shows that we
have virtually all of the moveout in the CRP gathers. The problem is that the updated velocity
model (right panel of Figure 1.22) is not ideal. The largest error can be seen in the center of
the anticline. We have introduced to high of a velocity directly below the low velocity layer,
and compensated by introducing a lower velocity layer below that. In addition we have done a
poor job in seeing the velocity contrast in the dipping layer. Generally our velocity model does
not conform to our idea of geology. This is good focusing but unreasonable velocity model is
often a bone of contention between processors and interpreters. The velocity model that best
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Figure 1.24: Migration result after two iterations of tau tomography. tau-res.vel2.deltatau
[CR,M]

focuses the data often is not gelogically reasonable. In Chapter ?? I will address how we can
reformulate the tomography problem so we obtain a velocity model that both flattens the CRP
gathers and is geologically reasonable.
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Figure 1.25: Moveout semblance measured at the seven reflectors on the tau tomography
migration result, Figure 1.24. tau-sem-final [CR,M]
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